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Designer Food Aug 07 2020 The author takes readers deep into the heart of genetically engineered food
revealing the depth of its influence on our lives, discussing corn, potatoes, squash, papaya, soybeans, and much
more.
Quicklet on Eric Schlosser's Fast Food Nation Jan 24 2022 ABOUT THE BOOK “Hundreds of millions of
people buy fast food every day without giving it much thought, unaware of the subtle and not so subtle
ramifications of their purchases. They rarely consider where this food came from, how it was made, what it is
doing to the community around them. They just grab their tray off the counter, find a table, take a seat, unwrap
the paper, and dig in. The whole experience is transitory and soon forgotten. I've written this book out of a belief
that people should know what lies behind the shiny, happy surface of every fast food transaction. They should
know what really lurks between those sesame-seed buns.” Published in 2001, Eric Schlosser’s Fast Food Nation:
The Dark Side of the All-American Meal explores the dark underbelly of fast food production in the United States.
An award-winning journalist and contributor to Atlantic Monthly, Schlosser developed the book from a series of
articles for Rolling Stone magazine. Rolling Stone asked Schlosser to find out where fast food came from. As
someone who enjoyed indulging in fries and hamburgers, Schlosser was initially reluctant to take on the
assignment. As he began to research the history and formation of the fast food industry, he became increasingly

curious about how the industry gained power and influence on America’s agricultural landscape and food culture.
With over 50 pages of research notes included at the end of the book, the author defends his points with
thorough analysis from various legal investigations, interviews, and journal articles. Schlosser artfully weaves
sarcasm with gritty investigative journalism to demonstrate how corporations and greed have corrupted the food
system in America. Schlosser’s book was a New York Times bestseller for over two years and has sold over 1.4
million print copies. In 2006, Fast Food Nation became a fictionalized film directed by Richard Linklater, which
was featured at the Cannes Film Festival. However, the book and film were not met without criticism from trade
industry producers of beef, potatoes, and restaurant chains like McDonald's. The Wall Street Journal reported in
2006 that various organizations were trying to create campaigns against Schlosser’s allegations in the book that
fast food consumption contributes to obesity and fostered corruption in the nation’s agricultural system.
EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK The author playfully muses that, should America be attacked in the future,
Cheyenne Mountain may be the only place with artifacts of our civilization – “Burger King wrappers, hardened
crusts of Cheesy Bread, Barbeque Wings bones, and the red, white, and blue of a Domino’s pizza box.” What
started as a small food stand in southern California has now spread all over the nation. Schlosser says fast food
“has infiltrated every nook and cranny of American society.” Shockingly, Americans spend more today on fast
food than higher education, computers, or new cars. Schlosser estimates, “On any given day in the United States
about one-quarter of the country’s adult population visits a fast food restaurant.” The author argues that the
powerful rise of fast food industry happened quickly and “not only transformed the American diet, but also out
landscape, economy, workforce, and popular culture.” Importantly, Schlosser draws parallels between Cheyenne
Mountain and today’s fast food industry.
The Food Industry in Eric Schlosser's Fast Food Nation May 28 2022 This informative volume explores Eric
Schlosser's Fast Food Nation through the lens of the food industry. Coverage includes: an examination of
Schlosser's life as an investigative journalist; Schlosser's view of the food industry as demonstrated in his book;
how investigative journalism can be viewed as literature; how Fast Food Nation has changed people's
perspectives and actions; criticisms of Fast Food Nation and its message; and contemporary perspectives on the
food industry with commentary on topics such as food regulations and movements.

The Food Industry in Eric Schlosser's Fast Food Nation Jun 28 2022 This informative volume explores Eric
Schlosser's Fast Food Nation through the lens of the food industry. Coverage includes: an examination of
Schlosser's life as an investigative journalist; Schlosser's view of the food industry as demonstrated in his book;
how investigative journalism can be viewed as literature; how Fast Food Nation has changed people's
perspectives and actions; criticisms of Fast Food Nation and its message; and contemporary perspectives on the
food industry with commentary on topics such as food regulations and movements.
Food Inc.: A Participant Guide Jun 16 2021 Food, Inc. is guaranteed to shake up our perceptions of what we
eat. This powerful documentary deconstructing the corporate food industry in America was hailed by
Entertainment Weekly as "more than a terrific movie -- it's an important movie." Aided by expert commentators
such as Michael Pollan and Eric Schlosser, the film poses questions such as: Where has my food come from,
and who has processed it? What are the giant agribusinesses and what stake do they have in maintaining the
status quo of food production and consumption? How can I feed my family healthy foods affordably? Expanding
on the film's themes, the book Food, Inc. will answer those questions through a series of challenging essays by
leading experts and thinkers. This book will encourage those inspired by the film to learn more about the issues,
and act to change the world.
Latin@s' Presence in the Food Industry Mar 02 2020 The "A" in "Latinas'" in the title is represented by an at
symbol.
Food Between the Country and the City Jan 30 2020 At a time when the relationship between 'the country' and
'the city' is in flux worldwide, the value and meanings of food associated with both places continue to be debated.
Building upon the foundation of Raymond Williams' classic work, The Country and the City, this volume examines
how conceptions of the country and the city invoked in relation to food not only reflect their changing relationship
but have also been used to alter the very dynamics through which countryside and cities, and the food grown and
eaten within them, are produced and sustained. Leading scholars in the study of food offer ethnographic studies
of peasant homesteads, family farms, community gardens, state food industries, transnational supermarkets,
planning offices, tourist boards, and government ministries in locales across the globe. This fascinating collection
provides vital new insight into the contested dynamics of food and will be key reading for upper-level students

and scholars of food studies, anthropology, history and geography.
Fast Food and Junk Food: An Encyclopedia of What We Love to Eat [2 volumes] May 16 2021 This
fascinating and revealing work examines the incredible power of junk food and fast food—how nostalgic we are
about them, the influence of the companies that manufacture or sell them, and their alarming effect on our
country's state of health. • More than 700 A–Z entries on fast food, comfort food, and junk food, ranging from
breakfast cereals to burgers and fries to snack chips and candy • A chronology of the significant events in the
history of junk food and fast food • A bibliography containing more than 200 entries with citations to books,
articles, and websites • A glossary of important terms used in the encyclopedia • A Resource Guide containing
important DVDs, films and videos, and television series
Food Politics Oct 28 2019 The politics of food is changing fast. In rich countries, obesity is now a more serious
problem than hunger. Consumers once satisfied with cheap and convenient food now want food that is also safe,
nutritious, fresh, and grown by local farmers using fewer chemicals. Heavily subsidized and underregulated
commercial farmers are facing stronger push back from environmentalists and consumer activists, and food
companies are under the microscope. Meanwhile, agricultural success in Asia has spurred income growth and
dietary enrichment, but agricultural failure in Africa has left one-third of all citizens undernourished - and the
international markets that link these diverse regions together are subject to sudden disruption. The second edition
of Food Politics: What Everyone Needs to Know® has been thoroughly updated to reflect the latest developments
and research on today's global food landscape, including biofuels, the international food market, food aid,
obesity, food retailing, urban agriculture, and food safety. The second edition also features an expanded
discussion of the links between water, climate change, and food, as well as farming and the environment. New
chapters look at livestock, meat and fish and the future of food politics. Paarlberg's book challenges myths and
critiques more than a few of today's fashionable beliefs about farming and food. For those ready to have their
thinking about food politics informed and also challenged, this is the book to read. What Everyone Needs to
Know® is a registered trademark of Oxford University Press.
Ideology, Regionalism, and Society in Caribbean History Jul 26 2019 This volume collects new angles and
perspectives on issues shaping the development of the Caribbean. Bringing together essays on regional

integration, identity, and culture and focusing on foundational personalities and institutions in the region, this book
opens up new lines of inquiry on twentieth-century Caribbean history. Essays examine popular perspectives of
the West Indies Federation; the intersections of ideology and governance through key figures such as C. L. R.
James and Rawson William Rawson; the socioeconomic context of Caribbean foodways; and Carnival as a tool
of cultural diplomacy. Integration is a critical theme throughout. Pointing to the region’s rich cultural and historical
heritage, this book explores how Caribbean unification may provide a way forward for this patchwork of island
territories facing the challenges of the twenty-first century.
Fast Food Nation Mar 26 2022 A journalist explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of
the fast food industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food
production.
Fast Food Nation Nov 02 2022 A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The jaw-dropping exposé on how
America's fast food industry has shaped the landscape of America. This fascinating study reveals how the fast
food industry has altered the landscape of America, widened the gap between rich and poor, fueled an epidemic
of obesity, and transformed food production throughout the world. Eric Schlosser inspires readers to look beneath
the surface of our food system, consider its impact on society and, most of all, think for themselves. This book
has changed the way millions of people think about what they eat and helped to launch today’s food movement.
Food Lit Apr 02 2020 An essential tool for assisting leisure readers interested in topics surrounding food, this
unique book contains annotations and read-alikes for hundreds of nonfiction titles about the joys of comestibles
and cooking. Food Lit: A Reader's Guide to Epicurean Nonfiction provides a much-needed resource for librarians
assisting adult readers interested in the topic of food--a group that is continuing to grow rapidly. Containing
annotations of hundreds of nonfiction titles about food that are arranged into genre and subject interest
categories for easy reference, the book addresses a diversity of reading experiences by covering everything from
foodie memoirs and histories of food to extreme cuisine and food exposés. Author Melissa Stoeger has organized
and described hundreds of nonfiction titles centered on the themes of food and eating, including life stories,
history, science, and investigative nonfiction. The work emphasizes titles published in the past decade without
overlooking significant benchmark and classic titles. It also provides lists of suggested read-alikes for those titles,

and includes several helpful appendices of fiction titles featuring food, food magazines, and food blogs.
Lethal But Legal Sep 07 2020 Examines the links between unhealthy consumer products, business-influenced
politics, and the challenges of disease, arguing that commercial interests have a greater impact on health care
than scientists and policymakers.
Faith in America [Three Volumes] Dec 11 2020
The Business of Food Nov 09 2020 This is the first encyclopedia to help the general reader understand the
myriad components of what sustains us: the food and drink industries.
American Guestworkers Feb 10 2021 The H-2 program, originally based in Florida, is the longest running laborimportation program in the country. Over the course of a quarter-century of research, Griffith studied rural labor
processes and their national and international effects. In this book, he examines the socioeconomic effects of the
H-2 program on both the areas where the laborers work and the areas they are from, and, taking a uniquely
humanitarian stance, he considers the effects of the program on the laborers themselves.
Fast food nation. Il lato oscuro del cheeseburger globale Nov 21 2021
Slow Food Nation Feb 22 2022 By now most of us are aware of the threats looming in the food world. The bestselling Fast Food Nation and other recent books have alerted us to such dangers as genetically modified
organisms, food-borne diseases, and industrial farming. Now it is time for answers, and Slow Food Nation steps
up to the challenge. Here the charismatic leader of the Slow Food movement, Carlo Petrini, outlines many
different routes by which we may take back control of our food. The three central principles of the Slow Food plan
are these: food must be sustainably produced in ways that are sensitive to the environment, those who produce
the food must be fairly treated, and the food must be healthful and delicious. In his travels around the world as
ambassador for Slow Food, Petrini has witnessed firsthand the many ways that native peoples are feeding
themselves without making use of the harmful methods of the industrial complex. He relates the wisdom to be
gleaned from local cultures in such varied places as Mongolia, Chiapas, Sri Lanka, and Puglia. Amidst our crisis,
it is critical that Americans look for insight from other cultures around the world and begin to build a new and
better way of eating in our communities here.
My Brother's Keeper May 04 2020 My Brother's Keeper is a collection of essays penned by people interested in

educating primarily European church leaders, theological educators, and missionaries as well as other Christian
leaders from around the world. All of the authors are related to the ministries of Tyndale Theological Seminary,
the Netherlands. This book is in honor of missionary Hebrew scholar and colleague, Ellis R. Brotzman upon his
retirement. Included is material from the fields of biblical studies, theological studies, and pastoral ministries and
missions. The articles represent a sampling of the type of teaching provided at Tyndale since its beginnings in
1985 as well as a taste of the ongoing research of some of its members. Most of the authors have many decades
of experience primarily as missionary professors throughout Europe. Others include those with pastoral ministry
experience in Europe and North America. Theological educators, local church leaders, and cross-cultural workers
will find this a worthwhile addition to their personal and school libraries.
Food Nations Aug 26 2019
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Food and Drink in America Jan 12 2021 Home cooks and gourmets, chefs and
restaurateurs, epicures, and simple food lovers of all stripes will delight in this smorgasbord of the history and
culture of food and drink. Professor of Culinary History Andrew Smith and nearly 200 authors bring together in
770 entries the scholarship on wide-ranging topics from airline and funeral food to fad diets and fast food; drinks
like lemonade, Kool-Aid, and Tang; foodstuffs like Jell-O, Twinkies, and Spam; and Dagwood, hoagie, and
Sloppy Joe sandwiches.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Food Issues Dec 31 2019 The SAGE Encyclopedia of Food Issues explores the
topic of food across multiple disciplines within the social sciences and related areas including business,
consumerism, marketing, and environmentalism. In contrast to the existing reference works on the topic of food
that tend to fall into the categories of cultural perspectives, this carefully balanced academic encyclopedia
focuses on social and policy aspects of food production, safety, regulation, labeling, marketing, distribution, and
consumption. A sampling of general topic areas covered includes Agriculture, Labor, Food Processing, Marketing
and Advertising, Trade and Distribution, Retail and Shopping, Consumption, Food Ideologies, Food in Popular
Media, Food Safety, Environment, Health, Government Policy, and Hunger and Poverty. This encyclopedia
introduces students to the fascinating, and at times contentious, and ever-so-vital field involving food issues. Key
Features: Contains approximately 500 signed entries concluding with cross-references and suggestions for

further readings Organized A-to-Z with a thematic “Reader’s Guide” in the front matter grouping related entries by
general topic area Provides a Resource Guide and a detailed and comprehensive Index along with robust
search-and-browse functionality in the electronic edition This three-volume reference work will serve as a
general, non-technical resource for students and researchers who seek to better understand the topic of food and
the issues surrounding it.
Fresh Food Nation Aug 19 2021 Offers 125 recipes for meals ranging from soups and starters to main dishes
and desserts that use locally grown produce, and offers advice on finding a CSA and preserving produce by
freezing.
International Hospitality Management Sep 27 2019 International Hospitality Management: issues and
applications brings together the latest developments in global hospitality operations with the contemporary
management principles. It provides a truly international perspective on the hospitality and tourism industries and
provides a fresh insight into hospitality and tourism management. The text develops a critical view of the
management theory and the traditional theories, looking at how appropriate they are in hospitality and tourism
and in a multicultural context. The awareness of cultural environments and the specifications imposed by those
cultures will underpin the whole text. International Hospitality Management is designed to instil a greater
awareness of the international factors influencing the strategies and performances of hospitality organisation. The
approach focuses on a critical analysis of the relevance and application of general management theory and
practice to the hospitality industry. Consisting of three 3 parts divided into 14 chapters, each of which deals with a
major topic of international management, the book has been thoroughly developed with consistent learning
features throughout, including: Specified learning outcomes for each chapter International case studies including
major world events such as the September 11 Terrorist Attacks, the Argentine Financial Crisis, The SARS virus,
The Institution of Euro, the accession of China to the World Trade Organization., and the expansion of European
Union, as well as international corporations such as Marriott, Hilton, Intercontinental, McDonalds, Starbucks etc.
It introduces the global market situation, including Americas, Europe, Asia Pacific, and Middle East. Study
questions and discussion questions to consolidate learning and understanding. Links to relevant websites at the
end of each chapter On-line resources and a test bank is available for lecturers and students

Fast Food Nation Apr 26 2022 The bestselling phenomenon Fast Food Nation becomes a film starring Ethan
Hawke, Bruce Willis and Patricia Arquette, directed by Richard Linklater. This is the film tie-in
America's Food Nov 29 2019 The complete story of what we don't know, and what we should know, about
American food production and its effect on health and the environment. We don't think much about how food gets
to our tables, or what had to happen to fill our supermarket's produce section with perfectly round red tomatoes
and its meat counter with slabs of beautifully marbled steak. We don't realize that the meat in one fast-food
hamburger may come from a thousand different cattle raised in five different countries. In fact, most of us have a
fairly abstract understanding of what happens on a farm. In America's Food, Harvey Blatt gives us the specifics.
He tells us, for example, that a third of the fruits and vegetables grown are discarded for purely aesthetic reasons;
that the artificial fertilizers used to enrich our depleted soil contain poisonous heavy metals; that chickens who
stand all day on wire in cages choose feed with pain-killing drugs over feed without them; and that the average
American eats his or her body weight in food additives each year. Blatt also asks us to think about the
consequences of eating food so far removed from agriculture; why unhealthy food is cheap; why there is an
International Federation of Competitive Eating; what we don't want to know about how animals raised for meat
live, die, and are butchered; whether people are even designed to be carnivorous; and why there is hunger when
food production has increased so dramatically. America's Food describes the production of all types of food in the
United States and the environmental and health problems associated with each. After taking us on a tour of the
American food system—not only the basic food groups but soil, grain farming, organic food, genetically modified
food, food processing, and diet—Blatt reminds us that we aren't powerless. Once we know the facts about food in
America, we can change things by the choices we make as consumers, as voters, and as ethical human beings
Health and Wellness Mar 14 2021 Within these pages you will find several themes to challenge or support your
attitudes, values, and beliefs about health behaviors. By writing in the Health and Wellness Journal Workbook
you will be able to learn why you behave the way you do. Each of the 76 health and wellness themes is
discussed and followed by an exercise. These themes integrate all the dimensions of health and wellness from
emotional to social to spiritual health. The related exercises ask you to reflect by responding to specific questions
related to each theme. Each exercise is carefully designed to encourage self-responsibility, positive behavior

change, and total well-being.
Pet Food Nation Jul 30 2022 A Must-Read for all Pet Lovers For decades, dog and cat owners have depended
on popular commercial foods to keep their beloved animals well-fed. Until 2007, when the national pet food
catastrophe left pet owners scrambling for an alternative to mass-quantity, factory-produced food. How can you
break away from your reliance on the commercial pet food industry? Pet Food Nation offers the solution: Stop
feeding your pet from a bag or a can—gradually, and then permanently. Instead, let's return to the way our
ancestors fed their cherished pets since the dawn of time, with a variety of fresh and cooked foods from our own
homes, the smart, simple, and healthy way. Pet Food Nation features : How to transition your pet from
commercial food to a healthier diet Six signs of dietary problems with your pet Why homemade food is better for
your pet The best diet for an older pet What to feed your breed Basic easy recipes for dogs and cats Buy this
book and learn how to feed your pets properly and safely now!
Food in America: The Past, Present, and Future of Food, Farming, and the Family Meal [3 volumes] Apr 14
2021 This three-volume work examines all facets of the modern U.S. food system, including the nation's most
important food and agriculture laws, the political forces that shape modern food policy, and the food production
trends that are directly impacting the lives of every American family. • Examines a breadth of contemporary food
controversies and offers diverse viewpoints on them, placing these perspectives fairly into a broader historical
context • Presents a multidisciplinary approach to the subject of food that highlights related issues in
transportation, business, diet and nutrition, public health, the environment, and public policy • Includes primary
documents that illuminate important laws, policies, and perspectives on the environmental, public health, and
economic impact of food • Provides readers with the latest information about food controversies as well as
extensive resources for further study on major food controversies
Het klimaat zijn wij Dec 23 2021 Met zijn bestseller Dieren eten veroorzaakte Jonathan Safran Foer een sensatie:
veel van zijn lezers werden vegetariër, of werden zich op z'n minst bewust van hun eetgedrag, Nu pakt hij het
grootste thema van deze tijd aan: klimaatverandering. Om dit onderwerp concreter en daardoor urgenter te
maken, herinnert Foer ons aan de kracht van gezamenlijke actie en geeft hij voorbeelden van succesverhalen uit
het verleden als stimulans. Op deze manier - die van elk individu slechts een kleine inspanning vergt maar bij

collectieve actie uiterst effectief is - kunnen we een van de grootste veroorzakers van klimaatverandering
aanpakken: de bio-industrie. Op zijn geheel eigen en verassende wijze spoort Foer de lezer aan om na te denken
over hoe volgende generaties ons handelen op dit cruciale moment zullen beoordelen. Wij kúnnen de wereld nog
redden, te beginnen bij het ontbijt. 'Op onconventionele maar overtuigende wijze legt Foer uit waarom actie
ondernemen tegen klimaatverandering tegelijkertijd extreem eenvoudig en ongelooflijk moeilijk is. Foer dwingt de
lezer de mate van zijn betrokkenheid bij "de grootste crisis aller tijden" te heroverwegen." - Publishers Weekly
(starred)
Food Nations Jul 18 2021 This original collection abandons culinary nostalgia and the cataloguing of regional
cuisines to examine the role of food and food marketing in constructing culture, consumer behavior, and national
identity.
How Jedaiah Changed Junk-Food-Nation-Land Sep 19 2021 GLAM
Ecologies of the Moving Image Jul 06 2020 This book presents an ecophilosophy of cinema: an account of the
moving image in relation to the lived ecologies – material, social, and perceptual relations – within which movies
are produced, consumed, and incorporated into cultural life. If cinema takes us on mental and emotional
journeys, the author argues that those journeys that have reshaped our understanding of ourselves, life, and the
Earth and universe. A range of styles are examined, from ethnographic and wildlife documentaries, westerns and
road movies, sci-fi blockbusters and eco-disaster films to the experimental and art films of Tarkovsky, Herzog,
Malick, and Brakhage, to YouTube’s expanding audio-visual universe.
TOXIC FOOD NATION Oct 21 2021 Toxic Food Nation; Why the American Diet Is Killing Us and What We Can
Do About It is a wake-up call to all Americans about the typical American diet, rich in processed foods, fat, sugar,
salt, omega-6s, pesticides, hormones, antibiotics and hundreds of untested chemicals. This diet triggers chronic
inflammation in the body and brain, which leads to heart disease, diabetes, obesity, Parkinson's disease,
Alzheimer's disease, Crohn's disease, arthritis, anxiety, mood and behavior disorders, and cancer. We are now
faced with several questions about the safety and toxicity of the American diet. How harmful are these
chemicals? Can we rely on the government and food industry to protect us from potential threats to our health?
What can we do to protect ourselves? Toxic Food Nation answers all these questions and tells you what the food

and chemical industries don't want you to know and why governmental agencies and elected officials remain
silent on the subject. Our food supply is laced with dangerous toxic chemicals that will harm you and your loved
ones for years to come unless you take action now. Toxic food is now the new tobacco. It took over two decades
before the public accepted the fact that tobacco caused cancer. Meanwhile, plastics and pesticides in our food
continue to stockpile in our issues for decades, eventually erupting into a full array of chronic diseases in midlife.
In Toxic Food Nation Dr. Burnell shows you how to benefit from cutting-edge science, explaining how to protect
and enhance your immune system, which is the key to overcome the devastating effects of chronic inflammation.
Drawing from clinical and laboratory studies as well as the latest research around the world, Toxic Food Nation
gives you a highly practical program of simple dietary recommendations to prevent disease and heal the
symptoms that threaten you and your loved ones. In a clear and nontechnical language Dr. Burnell discusses the
issues, choices and barriers to overcoming
The Meaty Truth Jun 04 2020 “Covers the impact of animal foods on everything from climate change to affecting
our health and well-being of life on our planet” (Deepak Chopra). The Meaty Truth is an eye-opening look at the
massive problems caused by the American population’s food supply. Water, meat, and milk and other dairy
products are filled with toxins, antibiotics, untested growth hormones, ammonia, and animal pus and manure. The
current conditions of the food production industry must drastically improve, and until they do, it is absolutely vital
to monitor what you eat. Castle and Goodman take a hard-hitting look at what America is putting into its food, the
negative effects this has on the world, and the best ways to make healthy, informed decisions about eating. As
the antibiotic age ends, the rise of pandemic diseases is approaching. Approximately half of the illnesses that
claim American lives today are related to what we eat, and our health-care system is focused on treating the sick,
not preventing illnesses from occurring. To fix our health problems, to continue feeding the world’s ever-growing
population, and to save our planet from ecological destruction, we can no longer avoid making changes to how
American meat and dairy are produced. This guide is easy to read, applicable to anyone’s lifestyle, and
impossible to put down. “Castle and Goodman offer hope and simple advice for how we can change our diets to
reclaim our beautiful land, sea, and selves.” —Dr. Hope Ferdowsian, director of research policy, Physicians
Committee for Responsible Medicine

Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the All-American Meal Aug 31 2022 The perfect companion to Eric
Schlosser's "Fast Food Nation," this study guide contains a chapter by chapter analysis of the book, a summary
of the plot, and a guide to major characters and themes. BookCap Study Guides do not contain text from the
actual book, and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book. We all need refreshers every
now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a
book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
Fast Food Nation Oct 01 2022 Eric Schlosser has visited the state of the art labs where scientists recreate the
flavours and smells of everything from cooked chicken to fresh strawberries in the test tube and he has spoken to
workers at meatpacking plants with some of the worstsafety records in the world. He explores the links between
Hollywood and the fast food trade, and the tactics used to target ever younger consumers. In a meticulously
researched and powerfully argued account, Fast Food Nation reveals the full price of our appetite for instant
gratification.
Teaching Social Issues with Film Jun 24 2019 Since the beginning of the 20th century, the film industry has
confronted, challenged, and explored various social issues through its films. Social issue films are an excellent
resource for teaching social issues. Teachers will find this book to be a valuable resource for teaching social
issues. This book includes a discussion on teaching social issues, teaching with film, and how social issue films
can be utilized to enhance the curriculum. This volume offers teachers an effective means for teaching social
issues to today’s digital and media savvy students. Furthermore, this volume details how film can be used to
teach social issues, discusses relevant legal issues surrounding the use of film in the classroom, and details two
separate models for teaching social issues with film. The heart of the book includes a detailed filmography of 180
films that pertain to 30 social issues. Each social issue includes a definition/explanation of the social issue and
details six films. Each film detailed includes complete bibliographic information and a synopsis. This volume is
clearly organized and expertly written for educators and is beneficial to librarians and teachers at the secondary
and college level, particularly in social studies, sociology, history, political science, literature, film studies, and
other social sciences.
Food Co-ops in America Oct 09 2020 In recent years, American shoppers have become more conscious of their

food choices and have increasingly turned to CSAs, farmers' markets, organic foods in supermarkets, and to
joining and forming new food co-ops. In fact, food co-ops have been a viable food source, as well as a means of
collective and democratic ownership, for nearly 180 years. In Food Co-ops in America, Anne Meis Knupfer
examines the economic and democratic ideals of food cooperatives. She shows readers what the histories of
food co-ops can tell us about our rights as consumers, how we can practice democracy and community, and how
we might do business differently. In the first history of food co-ops in the United States, Knupfer draws on
newsletters, correspondence, newspaper coverage, and board meeting minutes, as well as visits to food co-ops
around the country, where she listened to managers, board members, workers, and members. What possibilities
for change-be they economic, political, environmental or social-might food co-ops offer to their members,
communities, and the globalized world? Food co-ops have long advocated for consumer legislation, accurate
product labeling, and environmental protection. Food co-ops have many constituents-members, workers, board
members, local and even global producers-making the process of collective decision-making complex and often
difficult. Even so, food co-ops offer us a viable alternative to corporate capitalism. In recent years, committed coops have expanded their social vision to improve access to healthy food for all by helping to establish food co-ops
in poorer communities.
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